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Abstract

The rapid development of the digital information society has shaken the creative content sector to its very foundations and has upset the balance between right holders, intermediaries and users. On the one hand, there is more creative content available, creators can produce and distribute their works to a wider public at a low cost, independently of physical constraints and across borders. On the other hand, right holders have lost the power to control the (re)distribution of their creations and, despite the stimulation of technological protection measures, continue to face a swelling problem of digital counterfeiting, piracy and dropping sale numbers. To resolve the issue of illegal sharing of copyright protected content certain Member States increasingly seek refuge to collaboration with internet service providers, sometimes resulting in close surveillance of users’ digital sharing behaviour and limitations on access to the internet. Due to these developments the once established “neutral” role of internet service providers and the e-commerce regime exempting them of liability is put under considerable pressure. Furthermore, the regulatory instruments for the protection of copyright and creativity no longer seem capable of guaranteeing rightholders a fair return on their creative investments while ensuring the public’s access to information and respect for privacy. In this paper an interdisciplinary comparative analysis will be made a closer look will be taken into the recent debates that took place in Belgium and the United Kingdom since the adoption of the (French) three strikes approach. The different speed by which these countries seek solutions to restore the balance and the eagerly awaited interpretations by the European Court of Justice in the SABAM/Scarlet case and the High Court’s judicial review will be critically analysed to shed a light on the future of the three strikes approach.
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